Abstract: Graph based keyword extraction approaches represent the text document as a graph with the words as vertices. An edge between two vertices exists only if the corresponding words are related. The effectiveness of the graph representation is dependent on how the relationship is defined between two words. Early approaches used word order, word co-occurrence and syntactic relationships. Recent graph representation approaches are using lexical association measures for defining relationship between two words. The existing relationships can only help in identifying the words which form the
Introduction
Extractive summarization is the process of selecting important sentences based on the keywords in the text [1] . Keywords are the basic text units which associate with each other to create topics. Some keywords contribute towards the theme of the document by being central to all the topics. The presence of these keywords in an extractive summary would help the readers understand the theme of the document. The earlier keyword extraction approaches focused on extracting topic representative keywords using statistical methods [2] [3] and linguistic methods [4] . Recent approaches are using a combination of statistical and linguistic methods to build an intermediate representation of text. This intermediate representation is analyzed to extract keywords from the text [5] . In these approaches the quality of keyword extraction is dependent on the effectiveness of the text representation. Graph based text representations offer more flexibility and are proved to be effective in keyword extraction [6] . Directed graphs and undirected graphs are two types of graph representations for text. Directed graph based text representations define edge direction based on Word order relationship [7] and syntactic relationship. Undirected graph representations mostly use word co-occurrence relationship. The experiments with directed graph representations did not produce better results for keyword extraction when compared to undirected graph based text representations. Edge direction plays an important role in assessing the importance of a vertex in the directed graph. Vertex ranking algorithms are using the number of incoming edges as a parameter for assessing the vertex relevance [8, 9] . But the existing definitions for edge direction are not allocating more incoming edges for important keywords. Because these In this paper, a graph based text representation technique is proposed to identify the keywords that describe the theme of the document. This graph representation is referred as Topic Association Graph (TAG). In TAG, the vertices are individual words which generate the topics in the source document. These words are referred as topical words. The proposed work defines a novel relationship among the topical words based on the flow of information. Since the relationship is defined among the topical words, it represents topic association in the source document. The proposed keyword extraction algorithm extracts the words which establish association among the topics.
The present work is an extension to the work proposed in [10] . The proposed work adopts the vertex selection process described in [10] but defines its own technique for connecting the vertices. A new approach for vertex connectivity is proposed for identifying topic centrality of keywords. The next section introduces previous graph based keyword extraction approaches.
Related work
Keygraph [11] is a pioneering work in identifying topic central words in the document. In Keygraph, text is represented as an undirected graph with frequent words as vertices. Vertices are related based on the word co-occurrence frequencies in the document. Keyword extraction approach finds the words which associate maximal connected sub graphs in the graph representation. Matsuo et al. [12] proposed the concept of Small World to identify keywords in a document. Small World is modeled using word co-occurrence information in the document. The importance of words in the document is measured as its contribution to the Small World. Based on the path lengths the significance of words is evaluated. Matsuo et al. [13] have proposed Keyworld, as an extension of Small World concept by utilizing inverse document frequency.
All the above approaches have utilized word cooccurrence information for building an undirected graph representation of text. Undirected graph representation neither preserve word order information nor the flow of information. So the vertex ranking mechanisms are complex and take time. Faster and more accurate vertex ranking mechanisms such as degree centrality measures cannot be directly applied on undirected graphs. Mihalcea et al. [7] presented a seminal work on graph based keyword extraction. A formal definition is given for graph based text representation. Based on the concept of PageRank [8] , a keyword extraction technique, TextRank, is proposed and tested on undirected and directed graph representations of text. TextRank has given better results with undirected graphs constructed using nouns and adjectives in the document as vertices. The problem with PageRank [8] is that the process has to be repeated till convergence is achieved. For large graphs it is tend to be slow. Vertex centrality measures are found to be effective in keyphrase extraction [14] and keyword extraction [6] . In [15] , selectivity-based keyword extraction (SBKE) is proposed based on the average weight distribution on the edges of a node. Vertex selectivity is calculated as the ratio of vertex strength and vertex degree. Goyal et al. [16] proposed a context based keyword extraction approach based on the lexical association derived from a large text corpus. Using lexical association an undirected graph is constructed and analyzed for keyword extraction. Experimental results have shown that when vertex connections are based on lexical association, a graph based text representation facilitates extraction of topic representative keywords in the document. But the overhead in this process is that Lexical association has to be calculated using a large related corpus before any document can be summarized. So the summarization process described by Goyal et al. [16] cannot be applied to the documents for which related corpus is not available In [17] , Thematic text graph representation is proposed for identifying keywords representing the theme of the document. Vertex connections in thematic text graph are based on the word co-occurrence frequency. The direction of the edge is based on the inverse sentence frequencies of words corresponding to the vertices. The limitation in thematic text graph is in the computation of the edge strength between two vertices. Edge strength computation considers the inverse sentence frequency of only one of the participating vertices. The vertex which is pointing to another vertex is considered as source vertex and its inverse sentence frequency determines the strength of the edge. Since both the vertices are words in the document and appear randomly across the lines in the document, the association can be determined by considering the inverse sentence frequency of both the words.
Proposed Keyword extraction approach
The earlier graph based approaches focused on extracting topical words in the document [10] [16] . Among the recent approaches, Murali et al. [17] focused on the identifying theme carrying keywords in the document by defining a new graph representation which is referred as thematic text graph. Thematic text graph is designed such that thematic words get more incoming edges. So the Indegree strength of a vertex can be used to differentiate between thematic words and other words in a document. In this paper, theme is referred as topic centrality and a graph representation is proposed to find topic central words in the text. The proposed work extends the keyword extraction approach presented in [10] . The next section describes the concept of topic centrality of words in a document.
Topic centrality of keywords
A topic is a distribution over a fixed vocabulary. In other words a topic is represented by several related keywords which associate (co-occur) with each other. These words can be referred as topical words [16] . The discourse of a text document contains one or more topics and hence there exist clusters of topical words. The proposed keyword extraction approach aims to find the topical words which are central to most of the clusters. A topical word is said to possess topic centrality if it maintains close association with the topical words of other clusters. So the main task in this approach is to find lexical association in the document. Lexical association refers to the association between the words in a text or a corpus [18] . It can be broadly classified in to two categories, statistical association and semantic association, considering a single source text document. Semantic association reflects conceptual relationship between the words whereas statistical association is based on distributional patterns of the words in the text. The process followed in this paper for computing lexical association is based on statistical association. Word co-occurrence statistics are computed from the source text to find the association between any two words in the document. The following process describes the computation of statistical association between any two words in a given document.
Consider a sentence as a collection of words.
Let the set S consist of all sentences in the document D. For k sentences in the document D, set S can be defined as follows
Co-occurrence of two words in a given sentence is defined as follows
− ( , ) gives the number of sentences in which appear together irrespective of their order in the sentences.
For Z number of words in a document, the average co-occurrence frequency in D can be computed as follows
Let ISF ( ) gives the number of sentences in the document D that contain the word , then lexical association between two words can be defines as In our earlier work [10] , lexical association is used in identifying topical words in a text document. Fig.1 . describes the topical word extraction and summarization process presented in [10] . The proposed work adopts keyword extraction process described in [10] . In the preprocessing stage, stop words and the words whose parts-of-speech [19] [20] does not fall in the set {Noun, Adjective, Verb, Adverb}, are removed from the document. For the remaining words in the document lexical association is computed. Two words are closely associated to each other if the lexical association between them is greater than the average lexical association value computed from all pairs of words in that document. Association Frequency (AF) of a word is the number words in the document with which it maintains close association. In this paper a directed graph representation of text is defined for representing the association among topical words. The next section describes the construction of graph representation for text document.
Graph representation of text
Consider ( , ) as a directed graph where and represent set of vertices and set of edges respectively. Each vertex ∈ corresponds to a word ( ) in the document (D) and
( ) gives the parts-of-speech of the word , T ={Noun, Verb, Adverb, Adjective} and set P represents collection of stop words. An edge ∈ is drawn between two vertices and if they represent closely associated pair of words in the document. The direction of the edge is chosen based on the Association Frequency of the corresponding words. The following pseudo code describes the logic behind edge direction.
for ∈ and ∈ if AF (wi) > =AF (wj) then → else if AF (wi) < AF (wj) then →
The proposed approach to vertex connectivity is based on the hypothesis that topic central keywords have more association than the remaining words.
The traditional directed graph based text representations use word order relationship for connecting vertices. The application of a graph based ranking algorithm would result in the generation of topical words in the document [10] . But the objective of the present work is to extract words based on topic centrality. The Association Frequency of a topical word indicates its association with the words in the document whereas Topic centrality of a topical word is a measure of its association with other topical words in the document. A topic central word associates with other topical words to connect the topics in the document. The proposed graph representation is referred as Topic association graph. The vertex connections in Topic association graph are designed to increase the incoming edges for topic central words. It is assumed that a topical word with lower Association Frequency points to the topical word with higher Association Frequency.
Let us refer to this relationship as topic association and the corresponding graph as topic association graph. For Table 1 shows the word pairs having lexical association above the average. Table 2 . Presents the words in the document that are likely to be the topical words in the document. Fig.2 . shows a graph representation considering the words in table 2 as vertices and their relationship based on their order of appearance in the sentences. Let us refer to this graph as word order graph. Fig. 3 shows a graph representation considering the words in the table as vertices and their relationship based on topic association.
Keyword extraction using topic association graph and sentence selection
The topic central words are spread all over the text and associate with the topical words. So topic central words have more associations than other words. By design, Topic association graph facilitates more incoming edges for the Topic central words. This property enables the use of degree centrality measures for the calculation of vertex strength. In this paper vertex strength is measured using Indegree and In-degree Strength [21] centrality measures. The topic association graph in Fig. 3 is modified to include edge weights based on the lexical association between the vertices. Eq. (7) describes the calculation of in-degree strength of a vertex. 
Weight of is the lexical association value between the words corresponding to Vertex Vi and Vj. After calculating the weights of the vertices (keywords), the significance of a sentence in the source text document can be computed based on the number of keywords it possesses. If w0 to wn are the weights of keywords in the sentence, then the significance of the sentence is measured as follows
The sentences in the document are ranked according to their weights in decreasing order. Based on the user's input (say N sentences), top N sentences can be retrieved as an extractive summary of the document.
Results
The focus of this paper is to improve the quality of single document extractive summarization. So the keywords extracted from the topic association graph are utilized in single document extractive summarization. Two vertex centrality methods are used for keyword extraction. First one based on Indegree centrality and the second one using In-degree strength centrality. So two sets of keywords are extracted and each set is separately utilized for summarization. Let us refer to the Extractive summarization system based on Indegree centrality as ES-KWI and the summarization based on vertex in-degree strength as ES-KWIS. DUC 2002 data set [22] is used for the evaluation of the proposed summarization process. DUC2002 dataset contains 533 unique text documents and 8316 corresponding human written summaries. Since it is tedious work to match 533 system generated summaries with 8316 human written summaries, ROUGE tool [23] is used in the evaluation process. Using ROUGE tool, Unigram matching score (ROUGE-1) and Bigram matching score (ROUGE-2) are computed. ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2 are experimentally proven to be close to human judgment in the relevance calculation of summaries [23] . Tables 3  and 4 present the performance details of ES-KWI and ES-KWIS over DUC2002 dataset.
Discussion
Based on Eq (1), lexical association is computed on the source documents and their corresponding summaries of DUC 2002 dataset. Lexical association is computed only on the words having parts-of-speech as Noun/Verb/Adverb/Adjective and does not come under stop word category. It is observed that the lexical association is increasing in the summaries with the increase in the size of their source text document. While there is not much difference among the lexical association values computed over source documents. Fig.4 . shows the lexical association values computed separately over source text documents and summaries of DUC2002. [17] assumed that keywords with more inverse sentence frequency will have more associations and hence they are more likely to be topic central words. But keywords with more inverse sentence frequency necessarily need not have more associations. For example, if a keyword appears in 100 sentences of a document and all the 100 sentences are constructed from four keywords, then the keyword association is only with four words. It is possible that another keyword which is appearing in 10 sentences can be associated with more keywords. Topic Association Graph has a better definition for edge strength when compared to that of Thematic text graph. Because topic association graph considers the ISF of both the vertices (words) for calculating the edge strength between them.
The performance of ES-KWIS indicates that vertex in-degree strength measure is relatively better than vertex in-degree measure for keyword weighting. For the evaluation of the vertex indegree strength based keyword weighting process (IS-KW), the authors used SemEval-2010 test dataset. SemEval-2010 test data set includes 100 text documents and manually assigned keywords for each of the document in stemmed format. Since author and reader assigned keywords contained some keyphrases, the authors have tokenized them in to individual words for comparison with our system. Top 5, 10 and 15 keywords generated by the proposed application are compared with the author assigned keywords for each document in the test dataset. Table 7 presents a comparison of the IS-KW and the best keyword extraction system in SemEval-2010 [24] based on the author assigned keywords. IS-KW has given better performance which has further strengthened the accuracy of the ES-KWIS summarization system. It can be said that topic association graph with lexical association based edge weights is a better representation for the topic connectivity in a document.
Conclusions and future scope
In this paper a topic association graph is defined and utilized for representing the text document. The application of in-degree and in-degree strength centrality measures on topic association graph has facilitated an improved keyword extraction mechanism. Based on the experiments conducted on DUC2002 summarization dataset, it is observed that in-degree strength measure is slightly better than indegree measure for keyword weighting. 
